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and on average approximately Ten Billion Days and One Hundred Billion Nights: 

0 of 0 review helpful Pointless By xxx This book at least in its second half is Siddharta with some allies and Jesus 
having a shootout hoping from dead world to dead world with sci fi tech weapons I have no idea why Jesus is just a 
shadowy figure the agent of the destroyer of worlds and Siddharta is a Cyborg acting on behalf of another outside 
power which resists the destroyer of worlds but ultimately fails All th Plato Buddha Christ what brings these men to 
the far future to witness the end of the world Reads L to R Western Style Ten billion days mdash that is how long it 
will take the philosopher Plato to determine the true systems of the world One hundred billion nights mdash that is 
how far into the future Jesus of Nazareth Siddhartha and the demigod Asura will travel to witness the end of all worlds 
Named the greatest Japanese science fiction novel o About the Author Born in Tokyo in 1928 Ryu Mitsuse graduated 
from Tokyo University of Education with a degree in the sciences after which he took up the study of philosophy He 
debuted with ldquo Sunny Sea 1979 rdquo in 1962 and his work mdash which often c 
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